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Trustees Resolve To

Keep Football At X

~v. Paul

L. O~Connor, S.J.

by TOM GUSH
The Board of Trusteee de· at ·Xavier to Mr. Roderick C.
cided last Sunday to continue Shearer, Vice-President ·for
Xavier's participation in inter· Student Affairs, and to Fr. Robert
collegiate football. The de· W. Mulligan, Provost. After recieion · WBI reached after viewing the recommendations,
coneultation · with varioue Shearer presented hie recom· elements of the univereity · mendation to Mulligan, who in
tum gave his recommendation to
community.
The University Senate, the the Board of 'l'rustees.
AIUmni Board of Governors,
Fr. Paul L. O'Connor, Preei·
and the Athletic Board each sub- dent of Xavier Univerility and
mitted a recommendation regard- Chairman of the Board of
ing the future status of football Trustees, stated in an e:s:clu·

----sive interview
with the
Xavier
• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - News
that the Board
voted
to

~~~':ii::::.~ :~~~~1~!t~o:.

Financial Statement Released:
Deficit For .1970-71. Year

Xavier administration officials
released the annual report on the
financial situation of the university last week. The report analyzes
the sources of revenue and the
outlay of funds for both fiscal
years 1970 and 1971 and makes
appropriate comparisons.
Under the category of incoming funds, the university collected
$5,244,000 in the form of. tuition
for fiscal year 1971, as compared with $4,378,000 for 1970.
This increase was due primarily
to the raising of tuition for the
1970-71 school year, not to any
great increase in student enroll·
ment.
Meanwhile, the Jesuits' "contributed services to the university dropped from $428,000 in
1970 to $324,000 in 1971. Although.
this represents a sizeable amount
of income, it has resulted in a
net decrease of $102,000 in the
form of revenue funds for the
university. Xavier also received
onl:Y-'$308,000 in gifts and grants
from privat.e sources last year,
compared with $386,000 during
the previous fiscal year.
Athletics represented the biggest single "loser" for Xavier in
both ·~cal years. Total revenue
from athletics last year amounted
to $190,000, a slight decrease
from the previous year. Meanwhile, the athletic budget in·
creased from $313,000 to $345,000
during those two years. Compar-

:::a:!~:.:f!~~1:te~!ty:m~

mented that Xavier must deby GARY TAPHORN
crease "the expenee and the
ing 1971 income with 1971 .exUnder the category of ~uca· cost of intercollegiate foot·
penditures, the athletic depart· tional .and .general expenditur~s, ball." Thus there will be "a
ment ran a net deficit of $155,000.. the umvers1ty spent $1,783,000 m decreaee acroes the board" in
The responsibility for the ath- 'fiscal year 1971 for overall ad- the football budget for next
letic rests largely with the foot· ministrative costs. This represents year.
ball program, which drew only an increase in disbursements of
O'Connor remarked that the
$80,000 in receipts while spending $101,000 from 1970. Instructional Board, in effect, said: "Here's the
$165,000 in fiscal year 1971. These
(Continued on page 12)
budget under which it .(football)
figures represent the financial
·results of the 1970 football season. For the previous year, the
. II I 1.I
I
,/
IV0--··-:1••
football program gro88ed $93,000 <:'11
in revenue while operating on a Jh11 dlOff Of i'M
avi.w · . ftlld widhe:J
lh11 enlw /\avitr .,._,_,_~
budget of only $155,000. By com·
·· ·
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parison, .the football season of
a
Pl • °"--- ......
a ....H-,,.fl
11-_n'l"I _, 'I'.!/._
J.,. ••
1970 lost approximately $23,000
__ , Ll&Nun..... ....,..
more than the season of 1969. ·
_.
u t H • • •• •••••• • •• • •• ••• • • •
The financial reP<>rt revealed . . . .•••• ••••••••••••••••••••• H •• H
that the bookstore and the cafeteria ·balanced their budgets for
both fiaeal years, each demonstrating a small profit. The bookstore spent $429,000 in fiscBI year
1971 while taking in revenues of
$447,000. The cafeteria, in tum,
groued $772,000 in 1971 while.
spending $766,000 during the
by JEFFREY ROTH
same fiscal period.
The Oftice of University and Urban Affairs was
The university dormitories, on
the other hand, operated at ap- created two years ago in response to demands
proximately a $50,000 1088 during made by a few concemed individuals in the
both fiscal· years. In 1971, their
university, most notably the members.of the Afro·
income from room fees amounted
American Student AHociation. In its two years of
to $416,000, compared with
existence the office has developed into a valuable
$461,000 in expenditures.
Xavier also increased the value aHet for Xavier, as well as for the whole Cinof the scholarships which. it grants
·to · students. In 1971, some cinnati community.
The Urban Affairs Oftice has three basic
$306,000 in scholarilhips were
awarded, compared with $249,000 responsibilities: first of all, it is concemed with
in 1970.
academics, and especially promotes balck studies

••••••ti

Urban Affairs Office· Is
Orientated Toward Blacks

Ad Hoc Committ·ee Formed
by JOHN WE'n'STEIN
Thomas Zeno, Student Senator,
and Ma. Mary Lou Gist, Dean of
Women, have formed a t.entative
Ad Hoc committee for the purpose of broadening Student
SenatN knowledge of Boards of
Trustees in other univenities and
collepe · in the nation and to
evaluate our own ntuation here
at Xavier in thia matter.
The 1tudy ii limited to other
Jenit univenities ·and collepe,
u the committee feell that theu
best nftect· the conditiou and
ltrudurel here; The 1tudy ii in
the form of a Jett.er containins
a poll.
. Each institution in question
receives two of theu Jett.en u
Deau of Student. and Student
Body President. are beiq polled
concurrently. The committee
hope1 that ·this will provide

sidering the present financial

has to work." According to
O'Connor, members of the Ath·
Ietic Board confirmed that they
could operate with ·· the cut in
their budget. But O'Connor
commented that there would be
some lose of personnel and a
cutback in the number of grants·
in-aid.
O'Connor continued by stating
that "as long as I am President
of Xavier University, f90tball will
be here if it does not interfere
with the academic and spiritual
activities of the university." He
remarked that it is difficult to
determine when football would
be interferring with the proper
functioning of the university, but,
at present, he views football as
"a unifying factor for the student
body." He also cited several
examples of schools which hd
decided to drop football on the
intercollegiate level only to
revive it after an absence of
several years. These revivals were
the result of the need to provide
the student with some activity to
integrate his school spirit during ·
the fall of the yea-.;_.

in the curriculum; secondly, it deals with student
services, which consists in counseling black students on campus as well as recruiting black Btu·
dents and black faculty; and fin~y the oftice
is structured as a liuon with the surrounding
community to aid in the community'• development.

viewe frOm both the administra·
tive and student areas of educa·
tional communities. Questiou in
the mailed poll were those con·
Mr. John Henderson, the Coor·
cerned with the size of the dinator of University and Urban
school'• 1tudent body, the make Affairs, emphasized that the
up of the Board as filr as relilious office is not concemed exclu•ively
and laymen· representation and with blacks, but that its orient&·
student and faculty represent&· tion toward the black man's
· tion, the function of the Board, problems is natural in light of
and niinority repl'818Dtatives on the predominant role played. by
t h = e polll are returned the blacb in Cincinnati'• urban life.
eommittee will be expanded for . He noted further that many proevaluation and analylil. StUdent . grams inatituted by the office
Senate hope1 that thil itudy will involved ut.ennve participation
te1ult in aome po1itive suss• by the white student. of Xavier,
tioni for our Board of Trustees. all of whom are thua given great.er
opportunity to come to know the
It ii yet undecided how the ex- unique experiences and re1ultant
panded committee will be fo~ed. problem• of individuals who live
Anyone interested in MrYins on it
1hould contact Thomu Zeno at in the city.
the Student Senate office in the
The .Office of Univenity and
Univenity Center. .
Urban Affairs ha• achieved an

...

Mr. John Hendenon

impressive record of accomplish·
Henderson considers the handimentl over the. past two years. caps posed by finances to be very
real. Thus, he noted that · it ia
As a· retiult of vigorou1 recruitment by the office, the number virtually impouible to recruit
of black students in the under· more black faculty when the uni·
graduate school at Xavier has . venity ii in the proceu of dismissins present faculty memben;
been increased this year to approximately 80 as oppoeed to · and, likewise, it ii difficult to
last year'• black enrollment pf recruit student. from lower clau
about 35 atudentl. And over 8591> black families when acholanhip
of these 1tudentl uek academic fundl are IO limited.
or personal counsellins from the
Community-oriented activities
personnel at the Urban Affain in which the Urban Attain Otllce
Office. In addition, the office ii involved are equally numerous.
has been aucceuful in initiatins In cooperation with Dr. Thomu ·
many coursea in black 1tuclies Hailstones, the office hu helped
to the curriculum.
establilh a M.8.A. PIOll'IUD to
These achievements are even 1tudy the problems of 1m811
more remarkable in view of the minority hulineues.. Student. in
financial aituation at Xavier.
(Continut'd on pagt' 5J
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Chrlshn88 Message •• ·================================From The Campus Ministry==

~

Reflections

Aa the Campu Minietry e&att
we are happy to peet all of you
in th.. daya before Chriatmu
and to lhare eome thoqhte with
you about our work.
In one aenee, Chriltmu ii a
feut of the put, a time to recall
a juncture of hiltory when God'•
word wu 1poken taqibly in a
new besfnnins of human life. In
another leDle, Chriatmu i1 a
feat of the future, of life yet to
be lived, for it remind• u1 that
Jesu comes not only u helplMI
infant, but alao u Lord of Bil· tory, who cannot be encom·
paued by maqer or 1table or
any of the familiar 1ymbol1 we
uee to keep him email and
comfortable.

puee. Since the Kent State
climax, activiam hu decreued.
and 1tudente aeem abaorbed in
their peraonal livee. An inward·
n~, a 0pench~t for deeper rela~ouhipe with three or four
friend•, and lea concern (and
. powerlM1neu) in the face ~f
larrer in1titutione,· ii reflected 1n
th~ .couuelins load of campu
m:,~~· ti
'£L. n.. D
n q ...ar mee RS• WJiw &K.
ave
He~kamp, Director of ~e Coun·
eelin1 Center, help coordinate our
effortl in penonal, 1piritual, or
academic couneelin1. In the
future, we plan more couftlelins
help for pre-en1apd couplee.
Expanded prosram•
preparation
are now for
in marriqe
the plan·

Chriatmu ii a feut of antic:ipa· nin1 •~·
tion, of hurry, of Jookiq forward,
A third area of eoncem ii edu·
at the ume time that it ii a feut cational. · Up until now, the
crowded with memory, ,....mq. "retreat" (not to be confuled with
put momenta of warmth and · the old etyle preach and 1leep
eimple, childhood faith.
routine) hu been a central apChriatmu marb a time for . proach. Forty-five fnlhmen were
looicins both backwarde and for- introduced to Xavier via Mannu
·ward• in our own livee For thil September. Three day• of
Advent (that archaic term)
diacuelion and reflection on
the besfnnin1 of the lituqpcal eocial and relisioue them• were
year of the Church, and alertl u 1poneored by campu1 ministry.
to the start of 1972, yet another
chance for new besinninp.
While putoraJ care of faculty
and students hu alway• been ·.l
concern of Xavier Univenity, the
current operation of campue
ministry ie not even two yean
old. You might aay that campua
ministry, in its reor1anized form,
ie stm in the proceee of being
bom, still in ite infancy, fairly
helpleu.
In re~rting to the campua, our
fint priority ii litUl'IY: providin1
occaeiona for the univenity com·
munity to be challen1ed and com·
forted by the Word and Bread of
God. There ii some evidence of
growth in thil area: A etandin1·
room only community of 1tudente
(with a respectable ecatterin1 of
'
adulta) hu been built up at the
.,
.... _....
. ·. :.",·,'
7:30 p.m. Sunday liturgy. The
other Sunday mauee,
which
properly provide a range of litur·,".
gical and muaical atylee, are lMI
f:
atudent oriented.
Perhape in the loDJ run, oppor·
tunitiee at Bellarmine to integrate
1tudente with adult parilhionen
may be a far more realiltic preparation for the real world beyond
thecampu1. In the fu,1ure, we hope
to piovide leadenhip in lituqry in
which youns and old, 1tudent and
bueineuman may wor1hip to1ether. For we have nepoDlibility
u a univenity to demonetrate
thequalityofpreachins and mueic
and celebration for the broader
church in .Cincinnati. We have
eometimee done thil in the put;
we hope to do more in the futre.
In terme of time 1pent, couuel·
ins abeorbl much more staff time
than liturgy; in fact, 809fl. mi1ht
bea fair estimate. This may reftect
a common trend on ·many cam-

.:Uaru

On December 9 a follow-up eee· Our etaff had coneulted both

lion at Milforecl revealed the
uaual problem• of livilll up to
Mannea ideal1, but 35 mdente
were evidently 1till willins to try.
Rather than announce a retreat
for all itudentl thil 18111.ter we
focuaed on one iroup, and created
a prosram in neponee to their
need•. John Baum· and com·
mittee •trunl~ manfully to co!'·
tact every XaVler eophomore Via
letter and penonal phone call.
Twenty-two memben of the
eophomore clan came for three
dayawiththeJeeuitRetnatTeam
at Milford; they repreeented both
do~ ~d' · ·~~.uter. ·9t~~~ft.te,
bU11neumltjor1
blaeb
and
whit.ea,. menand
andRAB•
.VOm~n''who
1harecl a wide range of experieneee with one another. We
hope to have more "retreate" like
that one.
.
·
Two additional attempt8 at
retnatl failed. A faculty confer.
ence day, December 11, featurins Father Eugene Maly, noted
acrip&ure echolar, had to be can·
celled becauH of lack of reaponH.
A day at Milfored for graduate
etudente aleo had to be cancelled.

We know that we live and work
faculty and sraduate 1tudente in on a campua where relevance
plaimins both thMe evente.
. hu become irnlevant, where
Unleu there ii eome 1tranp activilm h~ been dNctivated,
indication of interelt in auch pro- where "!e an inclined to 1ay, wi~
sram•. we will have to re-dinc:t Yeate, th~ centre cannot hold •
our 1tatr eneqp•· our focu Our work m the put may have
may be towardl on~pua Hllli· been. more 1upp0l'ti~ than chat.
nan which provoke dilcullion of lensms. In our work m the future
Chriltian valuee.
.
we ~l keep in mind that the Lord
For example, the talk by Silter obflliltofti2catoi:_not1bi:comallpauedd
Elizabeth McAllilte
Novem·. 11 e o.... aeep
•m an
ber 7 attracted abou:;:, atudente · comfortable.
d ti __1.., fi
thne-h0 ur ....
We hope ·you all enjoy a
~ a""'",, or a
pleuant and .netful Chriltmu
•
mon. ~:= 0
vacation. May we. all become
' •
are IC
more aware of our reepoDlibility
1 30
day, Decem~. 15• at · p.m. to tranelate J~u Chrilt into the
and
m_
the
tenu
of_
our_
timee.
,_
_9:00
_ _p.m.
__
_Chapel.
_ _ _ _· _
..__
_ _ _ _ _ ___

l::::; ::d:.':

AUTO ·1NS.URANC-lll
WE SPECIALIZE IN THE UNDER
. AGE 25 DRIVER
~ CHECK OUR LOW RATES
CALL

LEWIS • PARKER INS.
1433 E. ·McMillan .

------------·----------;.....,...&
221-1308.

·.;•''

,

''

SKIING
The skiing fever begins to
spread about this time every
year. With this in mind a ski
trip has been organized here
at Xavier. The trip is scheduled
for the first weekend of semester break which is January
21, 22, and 23. This year the
trip will be made to Seven
Springs, which is a well-known
resort in the mountains of
central Pennsylvania. The fee
is $35 and includes two nights
lodging, ski-rental and lift
ticket. If this trip turns out to
be a success we can then hope
to make it an annual event.
If interested contact either
Mike Coffey; Dale Bruns, Steve
Roberts, or Paul Mc Nulty at
221 ·0828.

·-·~' ~

, ·• • •

PURE GRIN a:EER

1

THE HIJ[>EPOHL BREWING COMPANY OF CINCINNATI, OHIO

>
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Departmental Review: Education

Department's Strengt~ Lies In An Experienced Faculty
.

by GREG PELLEGRINI and BOB COLLINS
I

It is the responsibility of the
educated to educate others. Thoae
at Xavier who choose to make
this responsibility a profeeaion
are prepared by the Department
of Education. Presently there are
225 undeqraduates at Xavier pursuing certification as a teacher at
the elementary or secondary levels.
There are two major fields of
study available in the departmentelementary education and phyllical education. Students who major
in other. fields may be certified
after taking basic education cour181 and student teaching at a local ·
high school during their senior
. year. Though the majority of those

certified are Arte and Science
Finally during his senior year,
students, the program ill also · the potential teacher is given his
available to some business majors. labe.xperience-atudentteaching.
The baeic courses a student It is this actual teaching time
takes in education eneompau · which is the moat valuable and
what the department feels are the necessary phase of the education
foilr major thrusts neceaeary for . program because the student
preparation as a teacher..·Prin- muat implement the theories he
ciples of Education, the initial has been ·given in the basic
course, gives an introduction to counes.
the various philosophies of educa"Thia program fulfills the minition. Educational Psychology stu- mal requirements needed for certidies how people learn, while the fication in the State of Ohio,"
last two courses, Secondary accordingtoDr.ClarenceSommer,
Methods and Secondary Curricu- DirectorofTeacherTraining. The
lum, study the methods of teach- program, however, baa drawn the
ing and why high schoole are criticism of. students in regard to
structured ae they are today.
the lacli ·of ·practic81 · and aperiential lmO.Wiecile. Sommer aclmi>wlectged· the· ltrese placed
upon theory by these courses but
maintains that "the value .of these
courses is not realized until actual
teaching beinga."
A feeling also exists among
students and faculty that courses
such aa Secondary Methods and
Secondary Curriculum should be
combined. Vince Caponi,. an
undeqraduate history major,
now student teaching at Purcell
High School, states that, "Secondary Methods and Secondary
Curriculum should never have
been separated into two counes."
YOU GOT THE GREATEST MAN
Thia rationale results from the
closely parallel nature of the
NOW GET THE GREATEST DIAMOND
c;ouraea.
"
Thia, however, presents a dileYou thought he'd never ask. But·he did. And
mma for the department, accordyour engagement ·ring should be as perfect as your
ing to Mr. Kenneth Scheurer,
happiness. Come in and see our brilliant
Department Chairman. He feels
that many things should be uniselection of diamonds. All sizes, all styles, beautifufty
fied and integrated but this limits
cut and beaming with fire and light. You
flexibility in student scheduling.
found the perfect man. We'll help you find the
The student with a major in
ideal diamond.
elementary education is preparing
to go into an area in which it
· is necessary to be acquainted with

OpH • Gm Cllarte AccoHt or
••• •llJ 111•jor credit cord ot Gets

< ~ I·= , I, Z
FINI:: .11;:~va-:1 ~ERS

lllnlln COllEI SIXTH I UCI .
• IEECHMONT MALL
• KENWOOD MALL
• TRI-COUNTY MALL
.• WESTERN WOODS MALL

•• CWOAYLNINUGTTHOINL.LS
• MILFORD
• NORWOOD

ll•t Ms'ltw. 0,.. ........ 'Mt, Alo,_,...., 'Mt

ACM Sponsors
Computer Talk
Earl J. Schweppe of · the
National ABBociation for Computing Machinery will give a
talk on "Computer Science
Education" on Wednesday,
December 15, in the Terrace
Room, second floor of the
University Center Building.
The lecture ill scheduled to
begin at 8:00 p.m. All are invited to attend.

•coc1-Col1" 1nd "Coke" are regl1t1Jed lrld ..m1rk1 whlc:tl ldtnlify the 11m1 produc:t of The Coca·Cola Comp1nv.

fi3ottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by: .'''The Coca~Co1a Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati",

.

everything from the fine arts to
Mr. William Daily, a member of
natural aceince. Thus the major the department, stressed further
is allowed few electives in the that "each instructor has his own
curriculum. Also, those liberal style and method of teaching."
arts and buaine8s majors desiring Thia exposes the student to the
certification are primarily con· different philosophies of educacemed with obtaining their rea- tion as exhibited by the various
pective degrees.
faculty members. According to
- Scheurer believes that the inte- Daily, this is the aim of the degration of courses would result partment - "to present as many .
in a
five-or-more-credit-hour learning environments as poBBible
course with a strict daily sche- to allow the student to develop
dule, thus the student would en· his own philosophy of education."
counter scheduling problems.
. Another major distinction of the
However, on this point student department is the development of
opinion differs from Scheurer'• the Lodge Learning Laboratory
hi that they believe integration under the direction of Mr. John
could be accomplished within a Pohlman. According to Scheurer,
three-credit-hour course. If this the lab baa become the hub of
· is possible, more time could be the department. Pohlman e:ii:pl1pent on student teaching.
ained that "the lab functions as
: It is in this area of student the resource center of the de- ·
teaching that Scheurer believes partmen* both on the profeaaional .
the department's wealmesa may and student-teacher levela." Locexist. He related this to the great ated on the second floor of the
need for teachers in the late '508 Schmidt Building, the lab houaea
and '60s when anyone who wanted curriculum collections and has
to teach was· allowed to do so. access to films and film strips.
Training in both theory and prac- People outside of the Education
Department are allio free to use
tice were not stressed.
Today, however, with an over- the facilities.
The department is aware of the
abundance of teachers, ·schools
trends of education today and is
can afford to be more selective
and Xavier will begin to screen striving to keep both teacher end
student on top of them. There is
potential teachers more carefully.
Scheurer remarked that, "the - still much to discover about how
people leam.
.
future teachers will need a ·cer·
tain sparkle and a great desire
As teaching positions become
to be teachers." He further point·
less available, those seeking the
ed out that "beginning next year,
positions must become more prothere are plans for the expansion
ficient. Experimentation and deof the student teaching phase,"
velopments in areas such as the
which is now primarily confined
Leaming Lab and the placement
to one semester.
of student teachers are becoming
"The strength of Xavier' a Educ·
essential. Communication must
ation Department," according to
be increased not only between
Scheurer, "lies in the faculty."
teacher
and student but on all
Although thecouraea stress theory,
every member of the department levels. Though weak in some
areas, the Department of Educahas been a teacher on the aecon·
tion is striving to improve itself
dary or elementary level. He feels
that "this is an enormous aSBet and thus prepare potential teacbecause the teachers speak not hers in the best way possible.
(Next issue: the Theology Deonly from theory but from practi·
partment.)
cal experience."
·

·Lodge Learning Lab
Stresses Creativity
by .JOHN LECJll.EITBR.
Still unknown to many Xavier facilitate teacher tr~ning. It is,
students is the Lodge Learning aa itS name infers, a lab for
Laboratory, housed within the leantlng, for it promotes creati·
Schmidt Building in what waa vity in student-teachers by per·
formerly the library reading room. mitting them to create whatever
The lab, under the direction of materials or programs_ they ~~I
Sister Catherine Wulftange, S.N.D., would enhance a certain area
is operated by the Educational of instruction.
For .example, if a teache1'.
Department and is specifically for
• · the use of both its. undergraduate wished to construct a program
conceming environmental pollu·
and graduate divisions.
· Plans for the· Lodge complex tion and wondered if it would be
were initiated in mid-1969, when possible to conduct several sim·
the faculty offices were moved pie experiments using trans·
from Schmidt to Hinkle Hall. parencies with an overhead proAfter a partial renovation of the jector, ·. the Lodge Lab would aid
second floor room, the lab was in providing an answer.
opened in late 1970. Included
In yet another role, the Lodge
under its roof are countless text· Leaming Lab serves to simulate
books, catalogues, periodicals, a media center thJlt is ideall~'
nearly 1500 films, and 2500 film hub of the elementary amr secon·
strips. There is also an abundance dary school. Consequently, the
of maBB media materials such a operation of ~e lab is open-ended:
.projectors, overhead viewers, cas· a science exPt!riment, a film·presette tape players, and a recently sentation, and a class discussion
acquired video-tape recording may be taking place ·simultanesystem. The Lodge Lab even ously. The Lab does not attempt
houses a small science workshop. to dictate any specific programs,
As a branch of the Edu~ation but rather to provide an impetus
Department, the Lodge Lab serves for orilrinalit.v.
a dual purpose. Its moat basic · Although the lab's initial goal
purpose is to serve as a resource was to make itself known within
for professional materials and to the Education Department it now
directs itself toward the acquisi·
tion of even more materials, with
WILLIS SIMMONS
the eventual goal of equipping
TYPING SERVICE
itself with nearly every type of
2722 Glendora Ave. 281-7155: teaching material. Yet, even in its
Typing Student Papers,
1 relatively short existence, the
Author MS.
,
, Lodge has asserted itself as an
Call By Appointment Only.
innovative and important segment
of the University sommunity.
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Xavier's Feministicism
Well, it finally happened. Xa· "~~tleahows." We have, as a
vier University, via this publica· democratic society, succeaafully
tion, was formally introduced eliminated such ,pitheta as "nil·
last week to that elitist position ger", "kike", "dago", and a host
known vaguely as "Feminism." of other undesirable entries from
That's right, F·E·M·l·N·l·S-M. Webster's. I sincerely hope the
Get it indelibly etched in your next one on the list is "cattlemind because it's going to be show," for therein lies the grea·
with us for a longtime.
test fallacy of this Girlish Revolu·
But let us understand one thing tion.
r.iicht now. What the adHERants
Any organization or association
.of this movement, whether male, that is advocating Change, should
female, or otherwise; are vocifer· ask themselves the following
ously demanding if FREEDOM! basic questions: "Is it a Change
Oh, Right On! No.wrong-righting for the better?" and "ls our
corps of indignantly outraged col· movement based on Christian
lege students (of any sex) is love and respect?" If the answer
complete without the intermin· to either of these queetiona is
able shrieking of those hallowed no _ then it's time to cash in
syllables.
your chips and go home.
But the term "freedom" becomes immersed in acute ambig·
I have no objection to the prouity when employed by theee posed program of lectures and
litany-eyed idealiats. Becaue, seminars on the subject - but
contrary to popular belief, Fem· the idea is to teach, not to in·
iniaticiam (and that'• preciaely doctrinate. DON'T. t.ell me
what it is - a fantasy) is not a what'• sood for mef And it l do
pound-ewelling movement ar· not agree founquare with the
ound which all women have lion's share. of your pollitiona
cloeecl. ranb. If it were 80, the (and I do not), them please do
world population problem could not deacend to the depths of
.be cliacarded like an old ahoe. naivit.e and blindly brand ua non·
. AltlioU,h they p0ut profuaely zealota 88 "iriational", "blind to
human dipity", "apathetic",
over "lack of attention" and "conaervative","reacCion•-",
·"ridicule," this sluing lack of
_,,
unity doea not matter one Play· and as being unpoaaeaaed of an
ta·lonsline to these self-appoint- "open mind:"
.
ed championeuea of Feminality.
My mind is so open you could
But then my sexist chauvinism drive a Mack truck tmoqh it.
is protruding again for tls.y know · But, I am alM quit.e capable of
what is ri1ht for ewryoMI
deciding matters for myaelf. So
Such trivial, non-Conaequential likewise, are thoae women atu'.
matt.en as the overwhelminar denta who, employins their God·
vote, by the coeda, in FAVOR given free will, chOOlle to enter
Queen Con·. a Queen conteet.
of. ~t bean no weiaht in the GirTo callously denounce their ef·
lists' 1ame plan. Instead, they· forts as being the main attracplay their now-familiar game of · tion in a "cattleahow" is to move
Sour Grapes calling the various a person from the human level
endeavors a myriad of insults, to that of an animal· which con·
.
e: g·•,, "debaa~en·...,.. .. prostit
. U· stitutes
t he groHeat 'of insults to
tion , and tJte ultimate slur -· a person's character.

I, for one, would 1ladly wel·"
come a Utopian, Beatlian Let-itbe type of era of absolute Non·
Prejudice where people would
not.have to suffer the utter moral
depravity of being called "Miss
Aubrey." (How gauche!)
So, let the mission of Xavier's
new Feministics be not one of
pro-Women, anti-Men, anti-Cadet
Colonels or other such trivialities
- but a movement of pro·lndi·
vidual and pro-People. Let them
hasten the day when we will no
.longer· have ·to be regaled with
such inane absurdities as the
report of the screening committee for the ·Homecoming Queen
conteat who dutifully selected
''Dorm students, Commuter. atu·
~~nta, and a Black."·
Let the furtherance of all
People aa full equala be their
infinitely more deairable goal and
let them atop this' present melodramatic campaip of wholeaale
vituperation and defamation. It's.
1oins nowhere fut.
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Tom Zeno

A Great Human Being
.

.

Modem theology and philo- · diately as great. Previous to her
· aophy refer to death as the cori· talk on Tuesday, December 7,
aumation of a human being's I had heard only superlatives
existence. It is in death that man concerning Rosa. Despite fears of
enters the unknown with but his disappointment, I was immefaith and hope as guides. Yet · diately struck by this magician
humanity consistently fails to who so easily mixed the great
realize the proximity of death in inai1ht with the human situation
order to avoid grappling with its . full of milth, joy, sorrow, and
significance and queetionable- despair. In fact it was the 1enuine
humaneness she displayed and
nesa.
voiced
that impreuecl me moat.
In the shadow of this human
timidity Dr. Elisabeth Kubler She exudes the baaic yet eluaive
Rou was approached by some human qualities such u aenai·
theology students trying to tivity, compauion, humor and
unravel the Gordian knota of hu· tendemeaa and makes death not
manity's attitude toward death. leas awful but more human,
From this simple beginning, aa more in thegre.spofman'ainfinite
most great beginnin1s are, Rou yet imperfect powers.
Many other.. upect.8 of death
haa parallelled beautifUlly the
theological insights into death on were mentioned, such aa the
necessity to confront death early
a psychological level.
The history of this search and in life and the difficulty that per·
discovery or an examination of aonal confrontation with death,
either your own or another'•,
her five stages of preparation arouse;
but these can be gleaned
for death could easily engulf us from her book, Of Death and
with their majesty, but these are ·Dying. I have tried imperfectly
not the considerations I wish to to convey the author, Dr. Elisa·
present now.
beth Kubler Rosa, as the great
Ross qualifies aa that type of human being she is, independent
human bein1 recopized imme- of her·work.
··

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
(96.00 AND UP)
ALL SIZES
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED, NEAR XAVIER
AND OTHER AREAS THROUGHOUT THE CITY.
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

CALL:

MARILYN .................. 731-5062
ROBYN ............. ., ...... 921-4168
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Rock Moran

The A·rms Race·
What are the prioritiee of our ' poverty, pollution, unemployment significant effeet on Hie lltlD8 ·
national policy and how does and education difficultiee? The race. The atomic storee keep
· the individual cope with the im· General would contend that mounting. Yet many seem to have
plications of the nuclear arms though theee other problems a curious perspective about ato1
: race? Theee were the queetions are very real and require attention, mic• weapons. They are not con·
recently cliacu8'8d by the Aaaia- they can in no way be "rated"
ventional .weapons - no one will
. ·tant Commandant of the Marinee with the n~ty of our national ever really use them. Hiriahima,
;. and a group of Xavier students. '88CUl'ity. War is the result of one- a quarter century ago, was a
, General Davia came to Xavier aided power, and unleaa we main· special case and could not happen
; to find out what was happening tain our second strike capability,
a1ain.
·
: within the mind of the collep our freedom will be aeriously · Addreeaecl to this curious per·
threatened.
I student. This ambitious design
spective; there are the bleak com·
· was soon narrowed by the Gene- - .This contTOVenynatmilily leaaa- ments .of A.J.D. Taylor (NYR ·
r ral'a opening remarks concentr·
to the question of the purpose
November 4, 1971): "Men, it ia
ating on our defense and the of nuclear arms. Both sidea are
said, 'have learned to live with ,
military.
' developing bigger, more sophia·
the bomb.' Actually they try to
The Commandarit presented a .. ticated nuclear arms (not to
forget it. There ia Galician story ,
cue for increued military spend··' mention Red China'• nuclear
of· a beggar waiting at the gate
ing. The Ruaaiana have aurpaaaed . development).
of a great house. He was asked
us in numbers of nuclear miuilee
why he did not go in. 'There is a
:To· the question of where it
by some 500. Their. navy hu. would all end, the Commandant
fierce dog.' Then why doea he
.
I,
caught up to us in all critical placed a tremulous hope in the
not go away? 'Perhaps the dot
It you want to buy a
areas except carriers. Presently current SALT talks. But hi• fears
will die.' So it is with the bomb.
they~ in the proceea of building belied· the majority opinion that · Perhaps it will die. It will not;
Diamond, Dlake it
a faster and quieter submarine the· talks will probably have no
but those who rely on it will.''
Litwin Quality.
than the Polaris. The list contin·
uedwhiletheGeneralmaintained
Litwin Diamo~d ·cutters
that an outlay of only a few
114 West 8th Street
billion more dollars for defense
could reveiae the situation.
Objections such as the following
(Continued from page 1)
were raised. How can our country
justify a "few ~Wion more"
this program are assiined to tor or . as a catalyst to other
when ·we are raised at home amid small businesses in the Avondale univeraity departments for·· the
area. both to aaaist and to eval· development of programs involv·
uate those busineaaes; they also ing the univeraity in those areas
participate in supplementaary · (of urban· problems) where it ia
seminars and discuaaions of their able to provide professional com·
case problems and possible solu· petence and resources.''
tions.
Because it works behind the
The Urban Affairs Office also scenes through widespread chan·
sponsors a summer recreational nela, many of which are not loc·
and educational program for the ated on campus, the Urban Af.
youn1 people of this area between fairs Office is not very well known
nine and sixteen years of age. among students. Yet in spite of its
Mr. Kenneth Blackwell, Director anonymity,· t~e _office_ is-·"con:
of the summer program and Aa· stantly on the go." The reaponai·
aistant Coordinator of the Office bilities of Henderson and Black·
of Urban Affairs, described the well, as Coorclinatora of Univer·
program in a report on its im· sity and Urban Affairs, have led
plementation last summer: ''The them to membership on 27 com·
program was structured intO four · mitteea throughout Cincinnati,
claaaes of 55 minutes each. They such as the Social Action Com·
conai~ted Q.fDrama, Creative Arts,
mission on which Blackwell aervee
Remedial histruction,..and Phyai· and the Cincinnati Human Rela·
cal Education. The accumulative tiona Commission of which Hen·
goal of these claaaea waa to en· deraon is a member. Accorclin1
hance the student's self-concept. to Blackwell, these committees
., It was hoped that after having "tAnlch every aspect of urban
gone through the program a life"; moreover, he sees such ex·
,great percentage of our students tensive involvement in urban or·
would have enjoyed the educa· ganizationa as esaential if "the
tional experience, and gained a office ia to stay on top of the
_
greater confidence in dealing with aitu~~'!!lt. ·- _
the formal and educational proThe Urban Attain Ofllce la
ceaa in the future.'' Blackwell planntn1 numeroue proJeet.,
concluded his report with the tor the future. Ita 1oal tor the
aaaertion that the program was not-to-distant future la an
"quite a succeaa."
underarraduate school with
A similar program, "The Satur- black atudenta makln1 up 1~
day ·Morning Club", baa been of the enrollment. One prOeatabliahed for use ' during the 11'81D which .. ltlll In the raw
school year by those same nei1h· •talff may employ reiulln1
borhood children. Other typical apeclaltete on the paduate .
projects which have been in some level u Intern• to help child·
way sponsored by the Urban Af. ren In tht• area with their
fairs Office include the proposed re8din1 dlftlcultiff. Another
Urban Studies Program and the project la beln1 conadered
joint X.U.·U.C. Upward Bound which would use a Uuon of
·
Xavier faculty members in an,
Program.
advi•ory capacity for a model
The Urban Affairs Office, there- city proo~.,
fore, is not merely concerned with
With all that bu been ac·
academics; nor ia it simply in·
volved in couaeling or commu· compll•hed and all that la
nity relations. However, this office beln1 planned for the future,
works toward all of .theee goals Henderson I• hopeful that u
a re•ult ·the Urban Attain
by focusing the diver8e reaourcee
of the university and the com· Office , will be "beneficial to
munity into various channels of the entire unlvenlty com•
· concrete action directed tOward ; munlty."·
the office's fundamental aim1.
Accordingly, Hendenon hopee
'.l'he Ohio Department of High·
that the Urban Affairs could serve way Safety cautions problem
as a catalytic agent in getting drinkers to do their holiday drink·
various departments of the Uni· . ing at home, or let someone else
veraity to take a look at the poa· do the driving. Each year, drink·
sibility of developin1 programs ing drivers spoil the Christmas
which make students more aware season for their own familiea and
of, and more efficient in dealing for others. Last year, there were
with problems of contemporary 19 traffic fatalities during the
..__ .
aociety."
Christmas weekend. Don't spread
Blackwell aireea that the "of· the "Christmas Cheer"' that com•
L.-..;.;;.;.;.;.;;;;.;;.;;;;;;;.;._;,;;;;_;;;;;;;.;;.;,;;;..,.....-.._._____________________
should serve as the
.;from a bottle~ . . , ...... ,., __ .,_

l
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Urban Affairs Office Is
Orientated Toward Blacka·
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Editorial

Letters To The Editor
A Short Response

Student Trustee
In the near future Xavier's Board of
Trustees will consider, and ultimat.ely vot.e
on a list of prospective new members to the
B~ard. One of the two main reasons cit.ed for
the alteration in the Board's charter membership was the Board's need for greater
input. While conceding that the expansion
of the Board's membership to include laymen
is a step in the right direction, one might
wonder if the Board will ever expand in
such a way as to include representation of
the University's largest body· of ·supporters,
financial and otherwise, i.e. the students.
Although the suggestion bu been
made many times in the put, aa it undoubtedly will be in the future~ the
time to consider the possibility aerioualy
la now. Who could be more qualified
than a student to aee reallatically what
the problems are concerning student

life or curriculum evaluation? An outof-town Jesuit? A prominent citizen?
This is doubtful.
The other reason cit.ed for the change involved finances or, more accurately, "additional sources of income." Certainly students
contribute a substantial amout of income
to the university. Aren't incoming students
considered an additional source of income?
If not, one might call to mind the disturbance over Mark Thiron's Jett.er to Father
Buschmann last Fall when Student Govemment refused to participat.e in Xavier's recruiting campaign because they could not
"in good conscience induce others to ent.er
such an unhealthy environment."
With this in mind, serious consideration
of seating a student on the Board would
seem to be no wast.e of time.
- DCK

_..

•
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Editorial

Eledions And Apathy
able seats on the Council have only been
able to draw a maximum number of three
candidat.es at any one time this year.
Student int.erest ·in the University and·
Student Senat.e elections are also far from
enthusiastic. Only five University Senate
and twelve Student Senat.e candidat.es will
appear on the ballot. Hill and Lindhorst
merely shrug their shoulders and give the
impression that they fully realize their
efforts are meaningless.
The fact that university personnel have
been seen to destroy many of Hill's election ·
notices is a commentary iqelf on the entire
situation.
Indeed, Hill and Lindhorst deserve recognition for their continued efforts. The attitude of the rest of the university needs no
further comment.
-MJM

••

Letters To The Editor
Anger And Concern
Editor:
I have read Mr. King's editorial on the Experimental
· Living.Learning Community at firat with some anger
and more recently with a reapectful concern. It would
seem that when approximately 120 student& are directly
involved with the building of an altemative model of
living and learning within the larger.University environ;
ment their effect should be felt.
I began to run through the many different intellectual,
cultural and social developments realized by the com·
munity this semester in the three short months of ita
existence; then I began to think of all the ·individual
members of the community - the members of Student
Senate, the student representative on Academic Council,
the students on the Quality of Student Life Committee,
the students on the myriad task forces in the university,
the writers for the Xavier News, the· hard working
organizers of several successful free university courses,
the leaders of Students for Christian Community - and
·
the list goes on and on.
I suddenly realiz~d that the Community as Community.

Editorial Challenged

:
.i
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Student apathy relates not only to the
neglectful inactivity of the student body
in general but also to the continuous
hinderance auch apathy presents to the
few students who will attempt to realize
concrete improvements.
The work of the Student Govemment
Elections Chairmen, Sean Hill and Jim
Lindhorst, is a case in point. Hill and Lindhorst have donat.ed numerous hours to the
present student elections seemingly to no
avait In fact, student apathy has been a
real slap in the face to both men. A convocation, arranged by Hill and Lindhorst,
scheduled for December 8 at 1:30 p.m. for
the purpose of meeting student candi~at.es
resulted in the appearance of not a smgle
Xavier student.
·Commut.er students have fulther frustrat.ed
these men in their three att.empts to hold
Commut.er Council elections. The ni_ne avail-

Editor:
This is just a short response to Mr. King's editorial
of last week because time does not permit a detailed
dissertation on the matter, and because I am not sure
the editorial deserves it. Mr. King did not seem to be
too interested in doing much research on the matter
for if he had he would have seen the free university
course on feminist history which was mentioned in the
same issue. This course and many others are being offered
by members of the community, not to mention the
speakers which the community has brought in, like Dr.
Klopp. All of these thinga have been well publicized
to the univeraity aa a whole.
Thia ia haaty, but I did wiah to be 1un that it waa
known that we are aware of other event. on campua,
and did not want to let the letter of Mr. Kint'•
go unanawered.
EdDeten

neither abould nor could have much effect on the llll'ler
Xavier Community. Ita effect can only be realized in ·
the oontributiona of ita different individual memben
and groupe of members. If a group of ~pie can be
supportive and challenging enough to allow ita memben
to discover their own creative poAibilitiea and then
share them, their effect will be felt without any need
ofadvertiaingthe fact that they are Community memben.
This can be the only real criterion of succeaa or failure.
Let me close by extending an invitation to the entire
University to explore the poasibilities of thia experiment
for themself, while more formal data is still being
gathered. The facilities and life-style of fourth-floor
Kuhlman could be only a preview of the poHibilities for
a wuality of student life at Xavier that would be ae
enjoyable ae it is educational. I sincerely hope that
anyone who visits the Experimental Community will
find it a receptive atmosphere and a source of encouragment for other student-initiated projects.
Michael Myers
Coordinator- E.L.L.C.

Editor:
It was with some irritation ~d much re;nt that I
read the editorial in the December 6 iaiue of the
Xavier News, entitled "The Experimental Community."
Mr. King, in hia attempt to create a "live i~ue" aeems
to me to have done a serioua diaservice to . both· the
Experimental Community and to the larger university
community.
Admittedly, I am not completely objective in matters
relating to the Experimental Community. Even so, I
agree that there are problems in the development of
the community, problems which I have expressed to
its membership on several occasiona. However, by the
use of flamboyant rhetoric and vague generalization,
Mr. King simply clouds the issue instead of treating the
real questions at hand.
First of all, Mr. King makes the statement that "they
have failed to make a aingle impreuion upon that
larger community, Xavier University." Leaving aside
the sweeping generalization of the actual statement, I
would still ask Mr. King to supply &Ome · evidence for
his statement. On the other hand, I can cite specific
examples of student& who have . come to me and
expre88ed interest in developing other programs along
these lines. This is only one example of the way in which
the Experimental Community ia influencing the univer·
sity.
Secondly, Mr. King feels that the activities of the
Experimental Community have been "secretive." Here,
I .fail r.:ompletely to see how he could make such a
statement. Two examples of the converse come im· ·
mediately to mind. When the femhiist history course
was started, the university, including the residence
halls, was quite literally plastered with posters. Also,
I seem to recall seeing a hugh poster advertising Dr.
Clarke's talk on meditation in the lobby of the Univer·
sity Center for almost a week before the event. In light
of such publicity (and I cite only two examplea), Mr.
King's accusation of secretiveness seems to be without
foundation. .
·
Finally, and in light of the above comments, I chal·
lenge Mr-. King in his repeated statement& to the effect
that the memberahip of the community doeen't care
about its effect upon the llll'ler university community.
Here, I shall cite only one example. Several weeks ago,
the community proposed certain. modificationa in the
open house regulationa. There
atiff oppoaition on
the part of some of the Kuhlman Hall populace who felt
(unreasonably, to my way of thinking) that no group
· should be allowed to deviate froin the regulationa imposed
on the entire residence. Out of deference to the Kuhlman
residents, the Experimental Community agreed to auspend its proposal. Thia, to me, indicate& a high degree
of senaitivity to the needs of the larger community.
I can only regret the editorial of Mr. King. Preaum·
ably, one looks to the student preu for the accurate
expression of both facts and ideas. I am not saying
that Mr. King must agree with me - or anyone else;
rather, I am expreHing a wish that writers of editorials
would operate from a sound base in fact, having studied
the issues involved, Only if this is done; it""seems to
me, will criticism be legitimate, and only is criticism is
legitimate will it serve as a positive force for the change,
growth, and development of all involved.
F. Michael Perko, S.J.
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Letters To The Editor

De Rebus

Gregory X. Boeh

The Christmas Message
: ·It should. be evident by now Christmas carols, or to gather distorted, are only reported iD the
that what little Christmas Spirit toiether in. performing all those ·attempt to. preeerve the spirit of ·
·· remaiDa today ia the accom· simple, lovllig tasb like baking the Season, You just might ask
pliahment of eome very devoted Christmas cookies or decorating yourself if you would ~ willing,
EditOr: ,.;._
men. In a world of growing the tree. Certainly it is a sad day · at a time like Christmas, to tell,
Thia· .l~tter 18 in reference to the article of Mi.
. materialiam, it ia reusuring to · in the history of Christianity when let alone hear, the truth about all
Lottman in the December 8th mue of th~ Xauier N.,,,,..
learn of men who are iritent on the majority of us selfishly engage .· the war dead or the awesome
~the practice of Christ- i~ the warmth of a family reunion. number of unemployed.
AS .a junior at Xavier Uniwnlty, and one of the 48
girls .who entered the dQ ICbool ill Septmablr of 1B
. mu.
·while the lonely businessman
Nor is the government, in the
as a freshman, I wilh to . . . _ with .... U..an~
The American businessman, for slaves unrewarded. in trying to spirit of Christmas, merely lieing
one, ia hardly equalled in his promote the true meaning of about the six or eleven or what·
Firet of all, I feel &ha& i& ~ up to the ooecl. IHnllf
· ever per·cent unemployed. They ·
promotion of the true Christmas Christmas. ·
to. decide whether or no& lhe wilh• to be -a etuden&
Spirit. No doubt that in the past
During this Holiday Season, our are as .concerned as .anyone in
or merely a decoration h. . on campu. You lhould do ·
many of us have felt that the federal government has proven helping every citizen to express
a email amountof....-ch compuiq the male to female
entrepreneur was in fact respon- to.be yet another source of moral the true meaning of Christ's
ll'Sd•point averqe b. . at Xavier. I auure you that the
sible for the ridiculous stress leadership.· Here again it may Nativity. The government, it is
iltatiatim ~d ampriae you. ·
placed on materialism. But today seem fronic to cite a hugh bur- reported, is the real· agent behind
You a1ao Hem to •treas the individuality on the part
such an opinion would be totally eaucracy, responsible for such the $3000. loans being made availof the female atudent, if this is true, then you grossly
inconsistent with the efforts needless expenditures and sense- able to the jobless. Only through
contradict youraelf because you are looking at it from
bU:sinessmen have made in ex- less militarism, for anything· like such efforts will every unemonly· a feminist point of view. It is the prerogative of
tending the Christmas Spirit to keeping the spirit. of Christmas. ployed family, for no more than
each lfirl to judge for herself what she wants to be.
the months of November and If anything, it ·would seem that a four percent service fee per
Turning to the classroom situation, I question if you
October. Indeed, it is common the federal government, so fre- month, be able to share in
attend classes here at Xavier. If you do attend classes
that
department quently accused of lieing about expressing the true joy of our
knowledge
here, I do not know where you obtain your information ·
stores have taken pains to carry unemployment and inflation Savior's birth.
for the statement of the mild symptom of unconscious
all Christmas stock by late sum- statistics and even the number of
Surely not now, when govemprejudice. Personally, I feel that the faculty aria
mer. The effect of making today's war deaths in Vietnam, has been ment and business have so dared
administration are more sympathetic toward the female
consumer anxious, as early as · trying to keep the truth from us. to preserve the true meaning of
students than the male studenis.
October, for the birth of Christ But we should understand that all Christmas, could we ever fail to
is certainly no small contribution those misleading statistics, even· renew our faith in the advent
Also Mias Lottman, if you look about you there are
to the Christmas Season.
when they are totally false ana of Christ.
ample opportunities for the girls to become involved
in extra-curricular organ,izations and · the sports proNor has the. department store ___ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - , . - - - - - - - , - - - denied the general. public ample
gralll8 here at Xavier. Few girls take advantage of these
shopping-hours in preparing for
opportunities, so they have only themselves to blame
the symbolic coming of our
for their lack of involvement.
It must not pau unmen·
Savior.
Femini&m does not threaten me or my friends. We are
tioned how the store owner has
aleo products of ALL GIRL SCHOOLS and are proud
volunteered to keep his store
by GARY 'i'APHORN
of it. We alao have respect for ourselves.
open every night, including
Finally Mias Lottman, I seriously question the crit.eria
The · Academic Council are liated below:
Sunday now, until 10:00 p.m.
which you have used as a basis for your judgements
voted
laat Wed· HUM:ANITIES CURRICULUM
What proves especially coura- neadayunanimously
in writing this article. You should come out of your
En 125 Studies in Satire
to place a student on
geous is how the businessman has one of its subcommittees, the
oblivion and look around - I am sure that you would be
En 128 Studies in Afro..
been able to carry on despite our
shocked because I really feel that you have miased much.
American Literature
Core Currfoulum Comgenerally poor display of appr&. mittee. The function of this
En 147 Studies in World
PatiePetz
ciation. So many of us are content committee, which is headed
Literature
to just sit at home anll sing by Dr. Harvey Dube of the
CA 211 The Art of the Film
CA 214 Film Criticism
Chemistry Department, is to
CA 238 Theater Appreciation
examine and evaluate the core
curriculum portion of Xavier's SOCIAL SCIENCE
academic policy.
CURRICULUM
19'71 DECEMBER 1971
Hs 251 Latin America: The
The inclusion of a student on the
Colonial Period
Core Curriculum Committee,
s M T
;
:
Hs 252 Latin America
formerly known as the Quality
6 7 8 9 10 11
Ac 280 Accounting for Non·
Control Committee, brings its
12 131111s 16 11 11
Business Students.
membership to a total of six. The
1120n••24•
possibility exists that a second
The
Academic
Council also re2 21 2 21 30 31
student will later be appointed to quested that a special section be
'-_,__ _•__·_
_·...the committee, so that no tie included in the Semester Schedule
votes will occur.
of Courses to list all courses that
The Academic Council ap- are normally regarded as core
proved a list of nine courses that curriculum courseti.
it
considefed appropriate for core
"FIDDLER
ON
THE
ROOF"
(The
Big
One!)
Tuesday
In 1951. Dr. Frank V. Tafuri
curriculum status, in addition to
starts at the VALLEY THEATRE.
December 14
those already regarded as such. joined the faculty staff of the
The courses approved last week Department of Biology.

·Student· Or Decoration?

Student Gains Seat On
Curriculum Committee

s

~ ~

Wednesday
December 22

December is a
month of red-letter
days at
Mid-States theatres

SEAN (007) CONNERY stars in Ian Fleminq's
"DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER" at the TIMES TOWNE
CINEMA. It's a whopper of a hit!
DUSTI.N HOFFMl\N comes vibrantly alive in
his greatest role, "THE STRAW DOGS".
Directed by SAM ("Wild Bunch") PECKINPAH.
At the STUDIO CINEMAS.

Thursday
DecerR>er 23

JULIE CHRISTIE and ALAN BATES come to the·

·aE~CON HILL CINEft1A in "THE GO-BETWEEN"

WALT DISNEY •s "The Lady and the Tramp".
ready to enchant a whole new generation.
At the MARIEMONT and HOLLYWOOD.

Saturday
-Deceniber · 25

She'l Love the Style...
You'll Love the Price.

CLINT EASTWOOD stars as Detective Harry
Callahan in "DIRTY HARRY" at the GRAND
"THE GANG THAT COULON 'T SHOOT STRAIGHT",
new comedy hit, at CINE CAROUSEL I.
RUTH GORDON and BUD CORT in "HAROLD AND
MAUDE" at CINE CAROUSEL II.
"SUMMER OF '42", the year's surprise hit,
continues at THE PLACE.

Entertainment is our business at

MID-STATES THEATRES

'

For her, the engagement ·ring should be
beautifully designed •.• and, for you, comfort·
ably price~. Nowhere in Cincinnati will you
find a better selection, a better price than
at Newstedt-Loring Andrews. Take . a year to
pay·. • • with no finance charges. That makes
· the difference. Set shown. $205.
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26 WEST SEVENTH ST., .

CINCINNAn, OHIO 45202.
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CHRISTMAS HOUH:
MONDAY TMRU SATUHAY 10 A.M. TO t P.M.
SUNDAY 12 NOON TO 5 P.M. ·
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·by. ·Mr. Miscellaneous
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snow trailS ....ANSFIRD
8/. @ ·
Chair • T·B•rs •Tows • Snow Machines • Night Skiing
Swiss B1m Daylodge • Fireplace Lounges • Hot Food
Wine • Beer• Complete Ski Shop
Ski School • GLM Plan • Rentals
Ski Patrol • Tobo&11an Run • Fun
nEE FOLDER write SNOW TRAILS
Box 160, Mansfield, Ohio 44901
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or call (4191522-7393

The1easonofChrietmuaft'ecu U ·
· c
the 1pirits and, even more im- mvemty enter Buildiq. The
portantly, theactivitieaofallmen. !ftOlt:tremarkable upect ofNaberh11U1 career, however, hu been
Indeed, the Chrietmu leUOn herloyaltytoXavier.Inherfifteen'
tran1form1 all of u1 who remain
f
·
·
, open to thefonerthrill of Yuletide. yeano Hl'Vlce to our community,.
she has miued le11 than one week
For the newlWl'iter it aftordl him due to ill-health. We extend our
· an opportunity to je1t within a thank1 t.o her and hope that her
context of Chri1tmas happineu yean of retirement are happy
and good-will. And what better one•.
way to communicate a Christmas
• •
meHage than to talk and joke
about thoae whom one confronts
The Xavier University hal'd·

••••

men are not to be excuecl from
the reaidence hall 1tudy houn
except for aeriou reuom. They
muat be at their deab in their
rooms, 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. and
after 9:30 p.m. until they retire,
Monday throu1h Thursday. Freah·
men may be excused from the
early study period by the Reai·
dence Hall Direct.or only to attend
meetings of a religious . nature,
Clef Club practice or an occasional band rehearsal. ·

daily. To our friendl the followini hnok ten. yean ago today:· Freah·
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -... Chri1tmascheerorjeer.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~To Pat Nally - a hired tailor to Play Review
lengthenhia pants to ankle leqth;
To Ray Guye - a m month ·
reprieve from the xav1a.New•;
. ToMaryLouGin-acopyof
i I
Germaine Greer'• TM Fen&aM
.
i Eunicla;
by BILL QUINN
' To David Tom- a model raeina' ..
There ii no defenae for the
~/JO.u/d like. Thil, however, ii not
.
.Other lifta on
Santa'• u.t an: n'd&W oi. 8 · ·.;iai .that'will no ·.·-~·paper, and I'll aay what
ToMikeP•ko-abeerd..tyliq toiwer be P?NeDtecl• after the lwant'tony.
Tlli·lltltl F• Min. Dactan Of
manual and toupee; ·
review appean unleu, ot eoune,
Stein may. have a lesltimate
.. ...,....... 1........
To our new Vice-Pnmdent, Rod the review can defend it.elf. In undentandins of what Strind' Shearer - a Spiro Apew wmt thil cue, nch an achievement · hers attempted to .do in The ·
· f
·
. !watch;
8811D11dubiou. The Ex.,8rimental Father. Neverthel. ., K~apil and.
, ·For ·'" ormat10~ . on career . opportunities within th 1· T Jim .
•
Academic Community, if for the Community had decided to
.iropractic. Profession fill in and f!'&il to:Chiropracti 1me:t book~wley - an appoint- nothinS· more, ahould at leut be try itasin8 it dramatically. Even
raer,_ Hamilton County Chiropractic Association., 0 .Sox '11 Mik And
of prailed for puUiill the x.u. thea· · if they had· undertaken ScaJMOn
1206,
Cincinnati,
Ohio,
45211
•·
··
·
·
Bo&.°...,,
••
ea--•-- ...f,~~•. copy
&re to 90me theatrical ue. Bu&, Agom.ta, I do not aee what a
Ail
_.
.... 0 vRRrr
deepite the Pa.f• review and reviewer'• objectiona 8hoald be
E,•.• • ~ • • •. • ' • • •.• • •· • • • ~ • • • • • • ••••••••• , •• ~ ••••••••• , To Colleen McCormick, Student Father Flynn, the Community act- if the actors achieve auece.. in
.
. Government ll8Cntary - an elec- ually achieved an excellent pro- what they try. An author offen
DDREa: STREET. ;. •• ~ ••••••.• •••• ·• , •••••• , ... , •••••• ~ • • tricHowever,
cluplicat.iq machine.
duction of Aupat Strindberg'• . hil contributione to ·art; each act.
one adminimator · The Father.
inc company offem its own; they
captured the true apirit of Chri8tEverythina about lut· week'• · t:en~-:;eceuarily have to be
·CITY•••••••••••••.••• ~ ••• .-•••••• ~ZIP ••••• ~· ~ •• mu by atat.iq that hi8 Cbriatmu play wu, at lea.t, adequate, and,
Stein accued Xavier'• Com·
·
·
·
wilh ·wu for peace between more often than no&,· excellent.
munity playen of totally 'milin·
'COLLE8E AT,JENDING. ~ ••.• ,, •'•.• •.• 11..0111.·•••• ~ India and Pakiltan and a deeper Particularly &troDI performancea terpretinl Strindbeqr. Stein .-mlove between himHlf ancl hi8 wife. were offered by Gres Hu.dlon u
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.Toallourread... - a bleuedancl Captain Adolf and Kathie Labanz equally liable to an aCCUl8tion of
· peaceful Chri8tmu.
as Laura. The rest of the cut, having unalterable critical preconceptions. In other wordl, his
• • • • • •
overcoming limited opportunitea
PICTURI YOURSELF Al.
to act, still achieved remarkable review blew it. I willyielii, how·
. A mirthful coterie of inebriated quality in their supporting roles. ever, to the Post'• high praiae for
APAULIST.
Xavier gradl have eatimated that In fact, the staging, lighting and Marguerite Bourgeois in the role
it will take approximately 432,000 direction all strongly aided the of Bertha. In this particular case,
hamburgera, at a coet of $86,400, production. The only handicap of I was as guilty of having precon·
to cover a football field. The the presentation was the script ceptions as Stein was elsewhere
and had a good deal of trouble
eight billion hamburgers annually itself.
suspending my disbelief that
sold by McDonald& will cover
Mr. Stein offers an excellent and Margo could act as young as she
twenty-thousand fields at a coat
lengthy explanation of why did. Obviously, critics don't know
of 1.7 billion dollars.
\
Strindberg's "plays" are not ·suit- anything anyway.
able fare for the youthful naivete
The Xavier Experimental AcaMa. Ruth Naberhaua, the aenior' of Xav,ier's aspiring theabians. demic Community .should again
Fint,
The
Unfortunately,
I
viewed
employee of the Xavier boobtore,
picture a rebe thanked for their dramatic
will retire on December 31. Father ·bliBBfully unaware of efforts. As for Stein, he's harmligious Community. A
Naberhau has aerved Xavier stnridberg'a autobiographical less; his peg-legged wit cripples
Community
students for the past fifteen years quirks and dramatic diaries, and his critical convictions. As for
founded by
and has witneued many changea found myself thoroughly enjoying Xavier's stage, I wish Flynn would
an Ameri-·
in
our boobt.ore. She ii the only Mr. Kvapil's interpretation. But, provide some initiative or, at
can convert
employee who bu worked at the then, Ptfr. Stein informed my
in, and for, the
ignorancie; I felt obliged to review least, a dust mop.
benefit of
boobtore'a three 'iocatiom North Amer- ·
No one is free from mastic.
North Hall, Alter Hall, and the. my review and to relate what I
ica.
·
Picture a
founder who
was a century
ahead of his
time. A man
with a vision
that came true.
A man with
a belief that
a Community could be modem
and flexible enough to meet the
need• of the Church in every age
as they arise. A Community that
wouldn't lag behind the times on
leaden feet. A Community that
would communicate through the
spoken and printed word and one ·
that wouldn't be hampered by
specific activities when new needs
arise.
Next, picture the men in this
new Community; They would be
flexible. Each one would use his
own individual talents in his own
way and.would be given the freedom to do so.
These are the Pauli1t1; The
mode'n reliaioui Community.
Kcep1n1 pace with the times.
Concerned. laYolYed.
If you can picture yourself u
i·
~ Pailli.•t~ why not write for more
anformauon to: ReY. IJoadl. C.
Cm~ c.s.P., Voadoll IJI.
Netor, Rciom No. 4H

CHl·ROPR:ACTI

· ... . ·1. Dy•amic and ·. .·
· ... 1·ewardl111 ".Career

Strindberg's .rrhe rj
r;rtather

-

a...

••••••

OUR
WATER
MAKES
THE
·DlfFERENCEI

PQUlstfaihets.
.c1s w..t s• Street

New Yen. N. Y.1Hl9

THE BURGER BREWING CO. CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Final seore: 69-66

Dayton Triumphs Over
Muskies In Close Battle
The difference between victory
and defeat is sometimes very
slight. In a close contest, the
slightest mistake or bad break
can make that difference. Such
was the case last Saturday night
at the UniversityofDaytonArena.
Before a near-capacity crowd of
13,127 fans, the Xavier Musketeers were defeated by the Dayton
Flyers 69-66.
Just as they did in the season's
opener against Kansas, the Mus·
kies hit a cold spell which turned
into diaaater. Xavier was down by
only one point, 29-28, with 39
seconds left in the half; from
that time on until the clock hit
-the 17:14 mark in the second half,
Dayton outscored Xavier by an
11·1 margin.

Xavier jumped out in front
early, taking a 5-2 lead bec&uae.
pf the sharpshooting of center Bob

by RICK SADOWSKI
Fullarton - who hit for two quick 78% of his shots from the field,
buckets and a free throw. The an amazing accuracy. Eck scored
lead changed hands throughout 12 points while making all of his
the first half, until the Flyers' shots.
John Bitter hit a short jumper
Conny Warren pulled down 11
with 5:29 to go to put the home rebounds, his average. The
team _out in front for good, 25-24. shooting of seniors Doug Alt and :·; "- 1 ._ •
The score remained close for the Jerry Helmers continues to baft1e ·! • -. "'.,
.rest of the game, except for that . Muskie fans. They combined for a
one d!Y sj)ell. But ~twas enou~h miserable 3-for-21 from the field ~·; •;1,.-, .;;- , .. ·
to "kill" t?1e Muskies; Jack Kill, and only eight points.
,.. .;:'If,>._',/:~
the Fly~ra 6;'1 soph~more gu~,
Mike Sylvester, the eophomore :
'j,~/.....:~,.. 0:~-1:;':scored six points dunng that time
ard from Cincinnati led Dayton ' .( ~1..j<~ill;~<~,
and although Xavier made a ':ali· :th l8 points. Dayto~ is now 2·2
', :!~:i-· --,~if.I:.
ant attempt at a comeback, time
hil
12
•-11 . . .
....__ _ -a.... 89-88
ran out for them. The visitors on the year w e avier 18 • •
Comeback attempt ....
1
on u "'.Y""'
.. ...., ....,
•
closed the gap to two points on
three occasions but they could get ·
no closer.
·
Fullarton and Jay Eck, the
by RICK SADOWSKI
standouts of the Union victory,
Xavier's basketball team won't Alt got hot and beian to· fire minutes to go in the game, but
were outstanding again. FullartoQ
mused only one shot all night have to wait two months for their . away over the Union zone de- XaVier'~ depth squashed any
and took game-high honors again victory of the season. The Muske- fense. The Musketeers pulled hopes of a Union win. Jay Eck,
with 23 points. He is hitting on teers, playing in their home ope- away to a 40-21 bulge but a Bull· a 6-5 junior, came into the game
ner on Monday, December 6, dog scoring burst in the last and quickly scored 11ix pointa to
soundly defeated Union College four minutes cut the Xavier lead put the Muskies out in front by
eight, 68-60. ·
(Ky.), 83-69. It was new Head 'to 45-31 at the half.
Coach Dick Campbell's first win ·
as the Xavier mentor.
In the first 20 minutes of play,
Coack Campbell again substitMeineke (Dayton) and Paul
A small crowd of 2,316 watched Fullarton had 15 tallies, while uted freely, emptying the entire
Hogue (Cincinnati) in the pivot; the Bulldogs rip off three straight Alt scored 12. Junior Conny · bench.
·
and the guards are Bobby Hooper baskets and quickly pull into a Warren personally out-rebounded
Fullarton finished with 20 pointa
(Dayton), Jim Boothe (Xavier) 6-0 lead; thoughts of Thomas ·the entire Union team in the and eight rebounds, Alt had 19
andathreewaytiebetweenRalph More and Aquinas, two college first half, l0-7. The rest of the pointa, and Warren was the reDavis (Cincinnati), Leland division teams which wrecked Muskies chipped in with 17'
bounding leader with 11. Jerry
(Junior) Norris (Dayton), and Xavier's openers the last two years,
In the second half, the Bulldogs Helmers pulled down. nine reDon Knodel (Miami) for the rambled through some of the were a completely different ball· bounds; and, although sc>me fans
other two guard slots making Musketeer fans' minds. ·
club: They were much more seemed to think he was hot-dog.
for an eleven man second team.
But then center Bob Fullarton, successful o(f the boards (picking ging it, Tim Deardorff was imNamed as Honorary Coach of who hit for a game-high of 23 off 17 rebounds) although Xavier pressive bringing the ball down·
the Silver Anniversary Team was ·. points against Kansas in the. sea· did get ten more than that court. Terry Smallwood was high ·
the late Tom Blackburn of the son opener, went to work. The during the same period of time. man for Union with 19 points.
University of Dayton.
6-10 junior from Appleton, Wis· Union managed to whittle down · The Musketeers shot 53% from
Honorable mention (players consin, connected for nine points the huge locker room lead to. the field and connected on 86%
receiving
two orGene
moreSmith,
votes) Huck
went ..,::;.::.;,;;,;.;.:,.;;;;.;;;;;:;;:;..:;;;;;.;..;;;..;;:.
in a row, and senior guard Doug •...;_....:
two points,
56-54,
with
free
throws.
to Joe Viviano,
_ _ _._
___
_ _ten
_·_of_their
__
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _"'

:;If :._ · ':_ --- ·

x · ·

x·a\rier'-·:Kennels Bulldogs, 83-69

Big ''0'' Na01ed Captain
Saturday night's contests
between Xavier and Dayton, and
Miami (0.) and Cincinnati marked .
the beginning of another chase for
the mythical championship of the
Miami Valley. Last season marked
the end of 25 years of the start of
modem basketball history in the
"Valley" so 26 former and
present coaches; sportswriters;
and broadcasters selected a
Silver Anniversary All-Miami
Valley team.
Two ten men squads we'e
selected, four guards, four for·
wards, and two centers on each
team, and an honorary coach.
The leading vote getter, and
Budde,BillKirvin,andBobHeim
the sole player named on every of
Xavier; Dave Zeller, Jeff Ger·
ballot was Oscar Robertson while bing, Jim Hamilton, and Charley
Wayne Embry was on all but '·Coles of Miami (0.); Henry Fin·
three ballots.
kel, Jack Sallee, and Bill Uhl of
Teamed with Robertson at the
forwards on the first team are
Jack Twyman (Cincinnati), Tom hahn, and Don Rolphes of
Thacker (Cincinnati), and Don Cincinnati.
May (Dayton) while Xavier's
Dave Pointek grabbed off the
SILVER ANNIVERSARY
second center position.
TEAM
Xavier guards Hank Stein and - FiretTeam
Po•.
Steve Thomas were two of the Oscar Robertson, Cincinnati F
backcourt selections with Tony Jack Twyman, Cincinnati
F
Yates (Cincinnati) and Arlen Don May, Dayton
F
Brockhom (Dayton) rounding out Tom Thacker, Cincinnati
F
the first team.
Wayne Embry, Miami (0.)
c
Making up the second team are Dave Pointek, Xavier
c
forwards Bob Quick (Xavier), Steve Thomas, Xavier
G
Fred Foster (Miami), John Horan Arlen Bockhorn, Dayton
G
(Dayton) and Ron Bonham (Cin· Hank Stein, Xavier
G
cinnati) at the forwards; -Monk Tony Yates, Cincinnati
G
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Campbell Views Pride
As Rebuilding Agent·
by DAVE BARKER
PRIDE! This is the magic in·
One method of accomplishing
gredient that must be added to this goal is through the recruitXavier's Basketball program if. ment of players that fit in well
we are to bring back that old with Campbell's style of play. He
winning tradition. This was the will recruit- men whom he feels
essence of Head Coach Dick can play well at one of the posi·
Campbell's address to the Delta tions in his 1:a-1 offense. These
Sigma Pi's Fourth Annual Inniti· men will have to have a winning
ation Banquet last Sunday night. attitude and be able to play team
Campbell admits that his first ball in order to capture one of the
job at Xavier is to instill a sense four scholarships next year.
of pride into a team that has won
In recruiting players, Campbell
only 15 games in the last two
years. He wants his players to and his assistants are scouring
dedicate themselves to the task the local high schools for talent.
· at hand - winning the next ball· Ex-Xavier basketball players in
game. Dedicatjon to a job is the Chicago, Detroit, Madison, and
most important aspect of life, many other areas have offered
Campbell told his audience of to scout their areas for players.
Campbell concluded his rebusiness majors. He went on to
add that he, himself, is dedi- marks by impressing upon his
cated to putting Xavier back audience the need for loyal fan
support.
'
on top.

760 SWIFTON SHOPPING
·8th AND MONMOUTH,
CENTER, CINCINNATI, OHIO WESTERN HILLS PLAZA NEWPORT. KENTUCKY
731-1800
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· THE BEER THAT BRINGS
XAVIER·.
·.BASKETBALL BACK
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. ·JO THE OHIO·.-·T·EL·EVISION AUDIENCE

IS HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE OUR SPONSORSHIP
OF THE FOLLOWING GAMES,.
.
·1N COLO~,
.
Dl.RECT FROM XAVIER FIELDHOUSE

WLW-T CHANNEL 5
XAVIER vs~ VILLANOVA,SAT.,JAN. 16, 1972-~:30 P.M.
XAVIER vs DETROIT,
SAT.,JAN. 22, 1972-3:30 P.M.
XAVIER vs DE PAUL,
SAT., FEB. 28, 1972-3:30 P.M.
JUST ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF A PROUD LOCAL COMPANY, WITH OUR
LOYAL LOCAL EMPLOYEES, MEETING OUR CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY
IN SUPPORT OF THE ATHLETIC PROGRAM OF · A GREAT LOCAL
UNIVERSITY.
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Accetta leading scorer

Frosh Still Looking
For First Vlctory
by BILL LESSHAFFI'
··
Over the past week, the Little' Rippe and Gary Diedrich contri· Muskies dropped three straight buting 21 and 20 points, resbasketball games, falling victim pectively.
to Eastern Kentucky, Marshall,
The Muskies third loss of the
and.Dayton.
season came on Saturday as the
On December 6, Xavier played Flyers of Dayton handed Xavier
host to the Colonels of Eastern an 80-58 defeat. The Muskies
Kentucky University ·in a preli- had the score knotted at 20-20
minary contest to the Varsity's with 8:47 left in the first half,
game with Union. The Muskies but could not hold it as Dayton
showed great promise early in the went out to a 40-25 lead at 'the
game, jumping out to a quick break.
lead and building that lead to as
The second half saw Dayton
many as 22 points. However, pull away even more as they erided
Eastern Kentucky came roaring up with 80 points to Xavier's 58.
back to narrow the Muskie ad- Rippe gathered up 19 points and
vantage to four at the half, with Diedrich added 17 to be high
the score being 48-44.
score·r for Xavier.
The second half proved to be
After losing these games, the
disasterous as a fired-up Eastern Muskies are 0-4 for the season,
team, behind the hot shooting and have a rematch with the
hand of Ron Smith, ignited for University of Kentucky's Baby
68 points. The Muskies could not Wildcats on Monday, January 3.
keep with the quick pace of the
Colonels as Eastern pulled away
for a 102-86 victory.
The high. scorer for the· Little
Muskies was Pete Accetta with
29 points. There were also four
other players who broke into
double figures for Xavier, led by
Jamie Held's 18 points. XaVier's
leading rebounder was also Accetta who hauled in 18.
The next outing for the Xavier
Yearlings was on December 8
when they faced Marshall University in Huntington, West Virginia. Xavier still could not find
the key to victory as the Thundering Herd handed the Little Musk·
ies a three point loss. In the first
half of play, Xavier led by as
many as six points but fell behind
to a. three point deficit at half
time.
Going into the second half on
the wrong end of a 40-37 score,
the Musketeers kept pace with
Marshall throughout the remain·
der of the game. Both teams
scored 48 points in the second
half as Marshall went on to win
88-85. Had the Muskies made a
better showing from the foul line,
the outcome of the game would
have been different. Accetta's 30
points once again made him Xavier's leading scorer, with Jim

Financial Statement
Relea1ed
fContinued from page I)

costs, consisting mainly of faculty
salaries,
increased
from
$2,911,000 in 1970 to $3,806,000
in 1971. That denotes an increase
of $175,000, due primarily to a
rise in individual faculty salaries.
According to Mr. Irvin Beumer, Vice-President for Business and Finance, the uniyersity ran a total net deficit of
•359,000 for the last fiscal
year. However, in an abbreviated "Statement of Current
Fund Revenues, Disbursements, and Transfen," Xavier is shown as making a
profit of $150,000 for the same
period (July 1, 1970 to June
30, 1971). This was possible,
however, only because the
univenity used much of its
financial reserves that are
not normally considered in an
annual financial report.
Annual income from financial
reserves is normally regarded as
only the interest accrued on the
principal in the bank during that
period. In order to show a bal·
ance for the last fiscal year, however, the university was forced to
include much of the actual pri~
cipal on its financial reserves.
Beumer refuiied comment on
Xavier's financial status as ex·
pressed in the Financial Statement.
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Dayton squeaked put Xavte,.- ·lat Saturday at Dayton's Arena.
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